
1. EXT. LARGE SHOWGROUND WITH A CENTRAL RISEN PLATFORM - DAY

A host stands on the central platform, a giant depicting ‘34th
Annual Intergalactic-national-dimensional Dog Judging Contest!’
banner waves above his head. He waves his arms in a very
enthusiastic and dramatic manner, camera pans outwards to reveal
the cheering crowd.

HOST
Everybody put your hands up and make some noise!
Welcome, welcome! To the 34th Annual
Intergalactic-national-dimensional Dogs Judging
Contest, where all canines are loved equally!

(crowd cheers louder)

HOST (CONT’D)
A round of applause for our first contestant,
Charlotte the champion show dog. Crowned 3 years
consecutively for the title ‘Miss Dog’, Charlotte
will be the most beautiful Afghan Hound you will
ever lay your eyes upon!

(host ducks to the side of the platform, out
of camera zone. Host will never be seen on
camera again, only as voice narration over
animation)

BEGIN MONTAGE:

1. EXT. SHOWGROUND PLATFORM - DAY
Model dressed in dramatic avant garde fashion struts onto the
stage with a beautifully groomed golden Afghan Hound. Camera
follows the side profile and pans to the front as they both strike
a pose. Model pulls out a hoop and Charlotte hopped over it in
grace. Both then poses, and struts out of the scene.

HOST
Stunning! Such confidence and grace in those moves!
Ladies and gentleman, you’re witnessing the strut of
an absolute champion!

2. EXT. SHOWGROUND PLATFORM - DAY
HOST

Next up, straight from the coldest land on the
the entire earth is our beautiful arctic fox Anastasia!
Let me hear your warmest welcomes!



Fox jumps into a pile of fluffy snow, then starts rolling in snow
with belly up, making weird fox laughing noises. Owner squats next
to the fox and smiles.

HOST
Awww! Can you hear it! The crowd is overwhelmed
by cuteness!! Hashtag cuteness overload!

(clapping mixed with some laughter and aww sounds)

3. INT. ABANDONED NUCLEAR PLANT - NIGHT

HOST
Our next competitor is a gift from mother nature
herself! Absolutely one of its kind, behold the
striking...April!

Camera closeup on a radioactive waste barrel. Barrel shakes and a
radioactive deformed dog emerges from the glowing waste waters.
Dog hops onto flat ground, shakes off waste waters and begins
chasing its own tail. Constantly drips glowing green saliva that
corrodes everything it touches.

HOST
What a playful good boy! Can I get another round
of your loudest applauses for this spectacular
dog!

(confused cheering/clapping from crowd)

4. INT/EXT. SPACESHIP - NIGHT?

HOST
Next up is a truly otherworldly miracle, as old as
time itself! Please welcome the magnificent Antares!

(confused cheering/clapping from crowd)

Astronaut is situated in a spaceship, camera centred on a circular
window. Astronaut waves and signals the audience to look outside.
Camera zooms in to reveal an exterior space scene. Giant space dog
hovers in space.

HOST
Oh ho ho! What do we have here, an absolute beauty!
Perform something for us!

(Dog becomes excited upon seeing the camera,
Begins galloping towards the camera, however
suddenly throws up due to stage fright.
Camera becomes swarmed with galactic puke.



Crowd becomes silent, not sure how to react)

5. INT. EGYPTION PAPYRUS PAPER - DAY

Horus and Anubis are squating on the ground playing cards.

HOST
Sneak peak into the life of gods! It’s truly an
honour to have you two on the show. Would you
Like to introduce yourselves?

(Horus and Anubis panics and throw away cards
upon hearing host)

ANUBIS
Hi, we were not-

(interrupted by Horus)

HORUS
Hi! I’m Horus and this is my cousin Anubis!

(forced smile, Anubis slightly angry marks)

HOST
Wonderful! Now Horus, you have enrolled Anubis in
our judging contest, what prompted that action?

(Anubis progressively more angry marks)

HORUS
Well, is Anubis not a cute and fluffy jackal? Look
at this fantastic fantastic coat, this texture,
this colour, is he not worthy to be in this contest?

(Horus strokes Anubis head and messes up his
Hairstyle. Anubis is even more angry.)

HOST
Fantastic, Anubis! In that regard, you are by far
the most breath-taking competitor tonight! Would
you have any talents or tricks you can perform for
the audience?

ANUBIS
N-

HORUS
Of course he does! Bark for us Anubis!

Anubis rages and whacks Horus on the head with his staff. Two
began fighting very intensively. Smoke and wind blurs the fight.



HOST
How wonderful! What a touching display of
brotherly love! To all of you sitting down
there, let’s make some noise for these exemplar
models for love and peace!!

(Audience hesitant booing)

6. EXT. SHOWGROUND PLATFORM - DAY
Low angle shot showing a microphone pointing towards the giant
Aztec god. Slight low angle lighting for a more evil look.

HOST
Let me see your hands everyone!! Please
welcome the majestic and almighty Aztec
god Xolotl! Now tell me, X-

XOLOTL
Everyone, I bring thee a gift.

(puts up finger to stop host from talking)

HOST
What an exciting surprise! This has never happened
on the contest before! What is it Xolotl, don’t
leave us hanging?!

XOLOTL
I bring all of you sickness, misfortune and FFFFII
RRRRRREEEEEEE!!!

(Menacing laugh, even stronger low angle
Lighting, greater contrast for more evil look)

HOST
How generous of you! We’re absolutely flattered
by your consideration! Isn’t that right, ladies
and gentleman?!

(Loud coughing and sick noises front the
audience)

7. EXT. SHOWGROUND PLATFORM - DAY

Screen is in pitch darkness.

HOST
My my, the competitors are looking solid this year!
You’re not going to believe whom we’ve invited to
the contest! Can I get some drumrolls for this
feature please!

(Coughing and sick noises continues in the



background)

The!
(Single loud drum beat)

Underworld!
(Single loud drum beat)

All Powerful!
(Single loud drum beat)

HellHound!
(Single loud drum beat)

Cerberus!
(Lots of drum rolls)

A very bright glowing red eye opens, then another. Stares in the
direction of the host.

HOST (CONT’D)
Your highness, it’s an absolute pleasure
to have you -

(Interrupted and engulfed in flames.
Confused and in pain, calling ‘Cerberus?’)

Fire extends to the audience. Hell gate opens and began sucking
everyone into its gates. Then Cerberus seemed to have noticed the
camera, smiles at it, spat fire in its way. Whole scene buzzes
then fades to black.


